Dynamics of scroll waves in a cylinder jacket geometry.
The dynamics of scroll waves in a narrow cylinder jacket-shaped reactor is investigated experimentally by optical tomography. The fate of the scroll waves of excitation in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction depends on the thickness of the cylinder jacket. While at sufficiently wide cylinder jackets vertically oriented scroll waves remain stable, the probability that the filament of a scroll hits a lateral wall increases as the cylinder jacket narrows. This may lead to the rupture of the initial filament and pinning of the filament ends at the lateral walls. Filaments that pin to opposite lateral walls shrink and reorient to a horizontal orientation; such a reorientation corresponds to a transition from an intramural to a transmural scroll wave. The kinetics of the reorientation and shrinkage of the scrolls were studied. Furthermore, we find that no new filaments were generated upon collision of excitation waves at the side of the cylinder jacket opposite to the scroll wave. Thus, under the studied conditions, we do not observe any new generation of filaments due to a phenomenon like reentry.